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Know Thy Customer...

CONNECTING TO ANY POS
INCLUDING YOURS
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IQ Gecko: about SaleGrabber

customer engagement platform

Choose your Business Rules and Options...

We remotely setup your POS devices...

Simply plug-in the SaleGrabber Site Controller...

Capturing ALL sales information
including product details.

SaleGrabber can interface the StickyFeet platform 
to almost any Point of Sale device...including yours. 
SaleGrabber gathers the same sales data that goes to the POS printer and attaches this 
data with the Loyalty Card customer details so that you can track exactly who bought 
what, where, when & for how much. 

With SaleGrabber every detail from every transaction (including the non-loyalty and gift card 

ones) can be uploaded.  This extra valuable information enhances your analytical data as 
well as your marketing customer segmentation, customer recommendations and more.

SaleGrabber is remotely managed using our proprietary configuration database.  Sites are 
remotely monitored with alerts sent if sites are taken offline.

Of course all data transmissions are encrypted for secure communications.

And SaleGrabber can increase your customer experience, touch-points and shopping 
frequency by delivering Receipt Advertisements and Messages in response to “Triggers” 
which are activated by the consumers buying behaviour.
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Five effective Loyalty Features 
for Professional Retailers.

     Cardless Customer Lookup...
A Pulldown feature that allows the Clerk to type in the name of a customer.  
This ensures a happy Customer as they gain all of the value of being your 
loyalty member every time.

Mandatory Clerk Question...
This habit-forming feature means that the Clerks will ask each Customer if 
they have a Loyalty Card every time.

Points*On*The*Fly by Barcode...
You control which items get Single Points and which get Double Points as 
you go with our Points*on*the*Fly by Barcode feature.

SaleGrabber

business features

Auto Points...
This feature along with your product database can automate your preferred 
Single Points, Bonus Points and No Points so that no Clerk interaction is required.

Reward Status on the Receipt...
Adds the customer points details to the receipt - along with your “how to 
register for loyalty” message.
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Increase Consumer Experience  with 
more engaged “Touch-Points”.

SaleGrabber

business options

OPTIONAL: POS Interfaced EFTPOS...

Increase your check-out speeds by between 14 and 35 seconds while 
ensuring that the correct dollar value is entered into the EFTPOS terminal 
every time.

Although not connecting to every bank, the MSF% will make you sit up 
and take notice.

NOTE 1: This POS-interfaced EFTPOS feature is a complimentary (FREE) feature. 
NOTE 2: This POS-interfaced EFTPOS feature is available in select Australian and New Zealand locations. 
NOTE 3: This POS-interfaced EFTPOS feature is dependant on the acquiring bank and the EFTPOS brand.

OPTIONAL: Receipt Marketing...

Receipt Marketing allows you to add your individual images, coupons and 
promotions at the bottom of your receipts. $11oke

valid until June 30, 2013

OPTIONAL: Basket Data...

Get more granular information about your customer with 
the knowledge of what they have purchased.

Works seamlessly with the optional IQ Genius automated 
marketing module.
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Feature Description Note Costs

SaleGrabber on your 
Point of Sale. SaleGrabber software reads 

the data coming into / out 
of the POS and interfaces 
this information with the 

StickyFeet platform.

 * Set Up *
$49

Per additional POS after the 
first two (2) per location 

usually done via a
remote site login.

 * Uplift *
$29

per additional pos 
per month 

includes SaleGrabber 
service and support.

      Receipt 
      Marketing.

Receipt Marketing allows 
you to add your individual 

images, coupons and 
promotions at the bottom of 

your receipts.  

 This feature can 
also be suspended 

@ your 
convenience.

 * Uplift *
$39

per month per location 

includes up to 
6 x image changes 

per year.

Basket Data.
Get more granular 

information about your 
customer with the 

knowledge of what they 
have purchased.

Works seamlessly 
with the optional 

IQ Genius 
automated 

marketing module.

 * Uplift *
$49

per month per location 

includes additional cloud 
data storage.

Speak
Phone: (+61 2) 8007.6440
Toll Free: 1.800.814.748

Drop in for a Cuppa
Visit: Unit 16, 276 New Line Road in 
sunny Dural, NSW, Australia (northwest of 

Sydney and maybe 15-minutes from North Ryde)

Write
StickyFeet@IQGecko.com.au
Facsimile: (+61 2) 8588.1237
Post: 2 Denison Place, Windsor 
Downs, NSW, 2756

Base Solution Description Set Up Costs

SaleGrabber Site 
Controller.

The site controller manages the 
SaleGrabber software on every 

enabled POS. 

note: the site controller may be 
in the form of a hardware or 

software solution.

 * Set Up *
$399

usually done via a
remote site login.

up to 2 x POS per location included 

usually done via a remote site login.

$99 
per month per location 

includes both  
SaleGrabber and 

Site Controller 
service and support.

SaleGrabber on your 
Point of Sale x 2. SaleGrabber software reads 

the data coming into / out of 
the POS and interfaces this 

information with the StickyFeet 
platform.

 * Set Up *
$399

usually done via a
remote site login.

up to 2 x POS per location included 

usually done via a remote site login.

$99 
per month per location 

includes both  
SaleGrabber and 

Site Controller 
service and support.

1 2

3 4 5

$11oke
valid until June 30, 2013

SaleGrabber Optional Extras... 

SaleGrabber

pricing
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